
Hello Ultra Clan! My guest this week was Scott Trappe, Ph.D.

If you haven't already shared Science Of Ultra, would you help us all out by tweeting, posting, or

sharing us? Here is a short URL that you can tweet, share, or post to take your followers to the

iTunes site for our podcast: http://apple.co/1NXPUZK   Maybe you'll consider giving the
show an honest rating and quick review while you you have the link (just follow the
'show in iTunes' button below our icon image)? Thanks!

Dr. Trappe is the Director of the Human Performance Laboratory and John and Janice Fisher

Endowed Chair in Exercise Science at Ball State University. Listen to the podcast or go to the show

notes for his full introduction. In short, he is a leading expert on the subject of detraining. He’s

worked with NASA for decades on the issues of detraining in weightless space flight. If you'd like to

see his professional site, here it is. He is also an accomplished athlete himself and has worked with

many athletes on the issue of detraining. I spoke with him to specifically apply the concepts of

detraining to the subject of tapering for a race. 

 

SCROLL TO THE BOTTOM FOR AN EASY‐TO‐USE CHART FOR TAPERING BASED ON DR. TRAPPE’S

PLAN.

 

Some of the key take‐away points:

 

The role of genetics of sport performance and training potential is a growing field. There is

probably over‐interpretation and under‐interpretation of data coming out today. We do know that

there is a genetic framework within which each person operates. To what extent this is different or

limiting for an individual is still uncertain.

 

The acute stimulus of a workout turns on genes within 3‐7 hours and persists for as long as 1‐3

days. Repeated acute adaptations add up to chronic adaptations. Aerobic capacity is 15‐20%

http://apple.co/1NXPUZK
http://www.scienceofultra.com/podcasts/6
http://cms.bsu.edu/academics/centersandinstitutes/hpl/people/facultydirectory/faculty/trappescott


improved in about 3 months of regular training. Subsequent months of training produce structural

improvements such as growth of new capillaries in skeletal muscle, etc. Beyond these early

adaptations, continued training improves running economy through more subtle adaptations such

as connective tissue development, contractile protein packing, substrate utilization (carb, fat,

protein), running biomechanics, psychological management of pacing/nutrition, etc.

 

How fast are training gains lost with detraining? In about two weeks, complete rest will likely cause

a 10‐12% decrement in maximal capacity (VO2max). But, even a little bit of easy running during

those weeks is sufficient to maintain all of the adaptations gained from training. So, in the last

month before a race, there is 1) little that can be done to improve physiologically (psychology is

different topic) and 2) performance is optimized with adequate rest, which ensures full adaptation

and recovery from training.

 

Twenty‐percent of workout time should be hard efforts and 80% should be easy; the rest of an

athlete’s time throughout the week is best spent focusing on recovery. Recovery means downtime,

not just ‘not training time’. If you are racing around, shuttling kids to and fro, completing yard

work, dealing with a stressful/fast‐paced job, etc. then you are not optimizing recovery and may

need to adjust actual workouts even further by considering hours of life activity to be part of that

80% easy training stress.

 

When Dr. Trappe first began working with NASA about 20 years ago, the question was, “How many

times a day does an astronaut need to work out to avoid loss of muscle mass due to the weightless

environment?” They discovered that the answer is only a few days per week, not times per day.

The take home message is that our bodies are highly sensitive to stress and that we need to pay at

least as much attention, probably MORE attention, to our non‐training hours to ensure that we

are getting sufficient and proper time for the adaptations to manifest.

 

When designing a training plan, there are no specific data on whether steady small increases in

volume are better, worse, or the same for improvements vs the traditional approach of increasing

for three weeks and backing off in the fourth. What is clear is that optimizing the environment for

recovery is probably most important. 

 

Cross‐training provides stimulation to maintain or develop some components of a sport. For

example, swimming will stress the cardiovascular system while allowing time for musculoskeletal

repair from a hard running day. Dr. Trappe noted that if you are at the ‘pointy tip’ of your sport ‐ if

you are at your best and concerned with fighting for the podium ‐ then a highly‐focused training

plan, where everything is sport‐specific, may be appropriate. For most everyone else, some

amount of cross training is likely to be beneficial for avoiding injury while continuing to progress.



 

Easy days need to be easy. Recovery runs probably don’t provide much physiologic stress for

improvement. If you don’t make a recovery run once in a while, it isn’t going to have an negative

impact on your performance.

 

A practical example: if you are going on vacation for a week or two, just going on an easy run every

2‐3 days will be enough to maintain all that you have. It is NOT required to hit a high intensity

workout to maintain high intensity capacity; easy workouts will actually be enough to maintain

even those high intensity (VO2max) capabilities through any typical vacation‐length break.

 

It takes a long time to build capacities like strength of connective tissues and neuromuscular

performance. Taking weeks off will produce only a small decrement, consistent with the relative

time…two weeks off (or even two months off) is not much after a year or years of development. Dr.

Trappe uses the rule‐of‐thumb that detraining to re‐training is approximately one‐to‐one: if you

take a week off (completely off), then it will take about a week of normal training to get back what

may have been lost.

 

‘The hay is in the barn’ three to four weeks before an event or race, which means that you are

unlikely to further maximize performance/adaptations beyond where you have already progressed.

Those last three weeks need to be dialing back substantially so that you have time and reduced

stress for full adaptations to the training you’ve already put in. Things that are optimized by a

three or four week taper: muscles rebound and positively remodel, inflammation subsides,

contractile molecules in skeletal muscle adjust structurally for the highest efficiency of interaction,

hormonal system (endocrine) recovers and normalizes at an improved steady state, red blood cell

mass peaks, glycogen storage tops off, mood improves as vigor returns, and sleep patterns improve.

 

We wrapped up with two specific questions:

 

***What are the biggest mistakes that Dr. Trappe sees distance runners make in their tapering

plans?

 

ANSWER: Getting nervous during the taper and training too much. The goal should be to decrease

volume by 20% each week over that last 3 weeks (down to 40% of total). Pay close attention

to not compensating by increasing intensity. This can be a challenge as we feel better ‐ don’t allow

feeling better and more energetic to cloud your sense of intensity to the point that you increase

the intensity of your workouts. Volume should decrease as intensity remains the same. 

 

***What three key messages of advice does Dr. Trappe have for ultra marathon runners with regard



to tapering?

 

ANSWER:

1) Trust the taper.

2) Get good sleep and rest (real rest, lying around).

3) Maintain good diet and hydration.

 

Bonus: Should ultra runners use standup desks? Dr. Trappe says ‘no’ because that time should be

spent recovering from your training, not adding continued low‐level stress.

 

 
Shawn
Chief Running Officer, ScienceOfUltra.com
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